Phonics Reading Comprehension Stories

The Goat and the Soap
Story by Andrew Frinkle

Joan had a boat.
Her boat could float.
Her boat had some rope.
The rope had some soap.

Joan also had a goat.
Her goat had a dirty coat.
She needed her soap,
so she could wash her goat.
She needed the soap on a rope.
The Goat and the Soap

1. Joan had a ________ .
   A car  B bike  C plane  D boat

2. What does Joan need to wash the goat?
   A mittens  B soap  C fire  D comb

3. Joan also had a ________ .
   A cat  B dog  C bird  D goat

4. Does Joan use shampoo to wash the goat?
   A Yes  B No

5. Does Joan have a boat?
   A Yes  B No
The Goat and the Soap

1. Joan had a ________.
   - A car
   - B bike
   - C plane
   - D boat
   - **boat**

2. What does Joan need to wash the goat?
   - A mittens
   - B soap
   - C fire
   - D comb
   - **soap**

3. Joan also had a ________.
   - A cat
   - B dog
   - C bird
   - D goat
   - **goat**

4. Does Joan use shampoo to wash the goat?
   - A Yes
   - B No
   - **No**

5. Does Joan have a boat?
   - A Yes
   - B No
   - **Yes**